
 

POKA's Code of Conduct has been drawn as a guide for POKA's actors, tutors and POKA members. 

POKA's goal in its events is an equal and positive atmosphere, and in order to safeguard it and 

facilitate the resolution of problem situations, we have created this guide. The Code of Conduct is 

valid for POKA's official face-to-face and remote events, evenings and trainings from the start date 

to the announced end date. 

 

This guide discusses equality, harassment and bullying. In order to provide an equal and positive 

experience for all participants in POKA events, it is important to have common rules. The guidelines 

of SAMOK and the Student Union ROTKO have been utilized in this action guide. 

 

"Equality means that all people are equal, regardless of their gender, age, ethnic or national origin, 

nationality, language, religion or belief, opinion, disability, state of health, sexual orientation or any 

other personal reason." (SAMOK, Code of Conduct) 

 

Article 6 of the Finnish Constitution states that people are equal and Article 6 of the Equality Act 

prohibits indirect and direct discrimination and harassment based on the above-mentioned 

characteristics. Everyone experiences harassment differently, there is no unambiguous way to 

define a person’s experiences. For one, a joke can be harmless and funny, while another may find it 

offensive to themselves or someone else. What is remarkable, however, is that when a person 

experiences a situation where he or she thinks harassment occurs, it leaves him or her 

uncomfortable. 

 

 

"Harassment is the violation of the value and integrity of a person or group of people by creating an 

intimidating, hostile, degrading, humiliating or offensive atmosphere." (Definition of harassment on 

the Ombudsman's website) 

 

“Discrimination means treating people unequally or putting them in a different position without an 

acceptable reason. Discrimination is also the creation of an atmosphere that is threatening, hostile, 

degrading or humiliating, as well as an order or instruction to discriminate.” (Ihmisoikeudet.net) 

 

"Inappropriate behavior is behavior contrary to general good manners towards others. The 

boundaries of appropriate and inappropriate behavior are defined by workplace personnel. If 



someone finds humor offensive, it has to be given up. Nor does the workplace involve shouting, 

raging or dealing with matters related to personal characteristics. ” (Occupational safety and health 

publication) 

 

"Sexual harassment is intentional, unwanted, one-sided sexual coloring behavior or sex 

discrimination." (Wikipedia.fi article Sexual harassment.) 

 

POKA's events bring together many different people with different interests, opinions and identities. 

For this reason, harassment and discrimination can occur unnoticed. However, everyone can, 

through their own actions, respect the freedom of expression and opinion of the other and thus 

create an equal and positive atmosphere. 

 

 

 

In some student events, participants can decide for themselves whether to use alcohol or not. Many 

of the participants, especially those who do not use alcohol, may find the Finnish alcohol culture 

oppressive. At POKA’s events, everyone can decide for themselves about their own alcohol 

consumption without having to explain their decisions to anyone. Everyone is responsible for their 

own behavior. POKA organizes completely non-alcoholic activities, such as Into. POKA's position on 

drugs is an absolute no. 

 

 

 

At POKA events, posting on social media is common and indeed desirable. At its best, written and 

pictorial communication on the Internet and social media is a great way to share your own 

experiences and POKA's activities to as many people as possible. However, social media 

communication should remember respect for others and take into account that a written message 

can be interpreted in many ways. Also, when distributing images, care should be taken that the 

image does not infringe on anyone’s privacy or contain nudity. It would always be advisable to seek 

the consent of the person appearing in the image to publish the image. 

 

 

 

The tutor is an influential person. The tutor’s statements are listened to carefully, and for this reason 

it is important for the tutor to consider in advance what kind of picture tutor will give to others about 



themselves, the school and its staff, and studying. The tutor should give students the opportunity to 

form their own understanding and opinion of things. In tutoring, the right information must be kept 

and the students must be treated equally and fairly. The tutor must act discreetly and remember the 

duty of confidentiality. Tutoring is a special position of trust marked by tutors in a tutor shirt. 

(Student Union ROTKO) 

 

Depending on the situation, possible problem situations are resolved between the tutors, the tutors, 

the student counselor and POKA. 

 

 

 

POKA has selected two trained harassment contact persons. Harassment contact persons are 

POKA's trustees. The role of the Harassment contact persons is to provide support in conflicts and 

harassment situations. 

 

Harassment contact persons are identified at events by orange vests. The e-mails and telephone 

numbers of the harassment contact persons are also stated in the event information, and contact 

information can also be found on POKA's website. Reporting harassment can also be made to 

harassment contact persons after the incident. 

 

Harassment contact persons have a duty of confidentiality. Thus, no action or investigation shall be 

undertaken without the consent of the person who experienced the harassment. After receiving the 

contact, the harassment contact person talks to the person who experienced the harassment. If 

they wish, the person who experienced the harassment can refuse the measures and only ask for 

conversational support. 

 

 

If you experience harassment, discrimination, or inappropriate behavior:  

- Contact the harassment contact persons at the event. 

- Tell us what you have experienced or what has happened. 

- Talk to the harassment contact persons to resolve the situation. 

 

If you experience a situation where someone else is being harassed and discriminated against and 

you want to report it:  



- Contact the harassment contact person for the event. 

- Tell us what you have seen or what has happened. 

- The harassment contact persons will, at your request, be in contact with the various parties 

to the situation you are experiencing. 

 

Actions by the harassment contact person: 

- After being informed of the harassment situation, the harassment contact person acts with 

confidence and with the consent of the harassed person. 

 

The harassment contact person can: 

- Contact the parties to the harassment situation and discuss what happened. 

- Provide an opportunity for both parties to the incident to discuss what happened. 

- Advise the parties to the harassment situation to contact various support services. 

 

The decision-making group may: 

- Contact the forerunner of the person accused of harassment. 

- Decide on possible disciplinary actions such as removal from the event, or a gate ban on 

POKA events. 

 

Suomen opiskelijakuntien liitto SAMOK, Code of Conduct 

Student Union ROTKO, Code of Conduct 

Syrjinta.fi 

Ihmisoikeudet.net 

Wikipedia, sexual harassment 

Suomen perustuslaki 

Yhdenvertaisuuslaki 

 


